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Abstract:
The rise of AI and in particular deep learning is a key driver for innovations in computing systems. There
is a significant effort towards the design of custom ASICs based on reduced precision arithmetic and
highly optimized dataflow. However, the need to shuttle millions of synaptic weight values between the
memory and processing units, remains unaddressed. In-memory computing (IMC) is an emerging
computing paradigm that addresses this challenge of processor-memory dichotomy. Attributes such as
synaptic efficacy and plasticity can be implemented in place by exploiting the physical attributes of
memory devices such as phase-change memory (PCM). It is shown that, using custom “additive noise
training”, software equivalent accuracy deep learning inference is possible. Moreover, using a mixedprecision training approach, iso-accuracy training is also possible. The IMC approach can be easily
extended to spiking neural networks and to also implement additional entities such as explicit associative
memory in an efficient manner for memory augmented neural networks. I will also present deep learning
demonstrations based on a first of its kind IMC compute core based on PCM integrated in 14nm CMOS
technology. Finally, I will provide a brief overview of photonic in-memory computing that could facilitate
unprecedented latency and compute density.
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